
Let's take the second horoscope from Hephastion book 
II attributed to Antigonus of Nicaea which corresponds 
to about noon of 5 April 40 CE. Robert Hand’s opinions 
is that this chart is of one of the family of the emperor 
Hadrian.The figure below is from Greek manuscript 
preserved in the Library in Florence under name Laur. 
28,13(XIV Century), ff.128v. 
 
According to the text the Ascendant is on 24th degree 
of Cancer and Medium Coeli is on 10th degree of Aries. 
In the chart the positions of the planets are as follows: 
-Sun on 19 degree Aries 
-Mars on 15 degree Aries 
-Venus on 5 degree Aries 
-Mercury on 6 degree Aries 
And the author of the horoscope, probably he was court 
astrologer of emperor Hadrian, in his interpretation says 
something very important: 
“ [He will be] distinguished because of the 4 stars that 
chance to be in the Midheaven.” (see Hephastio of 
Thebes, Apotelesmatics book 2, Project Hidnsight, 
1998, p.63). 
Because MC is on 10th of degree of Aries, neither in 
quadrant house system (Porphyry) nor in equal house 
system is possible Venus and Mercury to be found in 
tenth house. 
One important remark. In Hellenistic astrological 
terminology Greek term “mesouranema” means not only 
the degree of Midheaven but also it is the name of 10th 
house ! 
  
Here I will give the original Greek text of the second 
horoscope from Hephastion book.II as published in 



CCAG VIII.2, p.84. 
The passages highlighted in blue mark the positions of 
the Sun, Mars, Venus and Mercury respectively, while 
the first two passages highlighted in red refer to the 
position of the Ascendant and Midheaven. The last text 
highlighted in red and marked with an asterisk refers to 
the text which says that the native will be prominent 
because there are 4 planets in the tenth place/house. 
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And here the feedback from a German Greek – Expert: 



 
Hello	Volker, 
 
the	indications	of	the	planet	positions,	as	well	as	AC	and	
MC	stand	exactly	in	such	a	way	in	the	Greek	text	(the	blue	
underlined	and	the	first	two	red	underlined	passages).	
From	line	19	plus	the	red	underlined	text	with	asterisk	is	
translated:	"...Ares	and	Hermes	stand	in	the	proximity	of	
the	middle	of	the	sky,	in	that	they	are	to	both	sides	...	
(word	not	readable	by	the	asterisk!),	and	thereby	the	stars	
meet	in	the	middle	of	the	sky..." 
 
Means	therefore:	Sun	and	Mars	stand	-	according	to	
today's	view	in	10	(east	of	the	MC),	Venus	and	Mercury	in	
9.	The	text	says:	Mars	stands	on	one	side	of	the	MC,	
Mercury	on	the	other.	That's	all	the	text	says	-	nothing	
about	houses	and	such. 
 
Greetings	 
 
Translated with DeepL 


